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Augustine continued, “There are plenty of fish in the sea. If this guy isn’t the 
right one, let him go. You should happily meet new people. You’ll definitely 
find someone more 

suitable” 

Cornelia was taken aback by his words and didn’t know how to respond. 

Abigail, a cheerful girl, squeezed in and laughed, “Grandpa Augustine, keep 
me in mind when you’re setting Cornelia up. I need a boyfriend too.” 

Both Abigail and Zack had seen Augustine’s picture in the news, and since 
Cornelia called him Grandpa Augustine, they knew this was the Augustine of 
the Duran family He was also the grandfather Cornelia had recently met. 

Augustine smiled kindly. “You’re Abigail, right? And this is Zack, correct?” 

“Grandpa Augustine, you know us? Abigail was pleasantly surprised. 

Augustine said, “After Cornelia returned to Riverton, I visited Rosenberg. I 
know you three grew up together and are very close. Your parents, hearing I 
was Cornelia’s grandfather, invited me for a drink.” 

“Really?” Abigail asked. 

“Absolutely Roy and Allen are very welcoming, but they can’t hold their 
alcohol. When they’re drunk, they’re real chatterboxes. I could barely keep 
up.” Augustine chuckled 

Zack nodded in agreement, “Yeah, especially my dad Roy. Once he gets 
drunk, he’s like a broken faucet, can’t stop talking” 

Augustine burst into laughter, “Exactly! I didn’t want to listen anymore, but 
they just kept going” 

“Ha-ha, I feel that every time I visit home. Zack seemed to have met his match 
and started to open up 



The three of them chatted happily, completely ignoring Cornelia, the person in 
question. It seemed she was overthinking. Augustine was more open minded 
about the divorce While talking, they reached the topic of the studio. 
Augustine suggested visiting their studio, and Zack immediately agreed. 

So, the four of them went back to the studio in Zack’s car. Once back at the 
studio, Zack and Abigail showed Augustine around and enthusiastically 
introduced him to their workspace. Meanwhile, Cornelia was in her office, 
focused on her comics, the sound of their laughter echoing in her ears. 

Zacks laughter was particularly loud, so loud that Cornelia could hear it clearly 
in her office, ‘Grandpa Augustine, are you really considering investing in our 
studio?” 

“I don’t just want to invest | heard about your business model and noticed you 
have your own high quality IP but no development department. You sell the 
rights to anime and films to others, and they make the big bucks while you 
only get a small copyright fee Augustine replied. 

Abigail whispered, ‘Grandpa Augustine, that ‘small copyright fee” is already a 
lot for us Plus, Cornelia said we need steady growth, not quick profits.” 

Augustine chuckled “Business requires boldness. If everyone thought like you, 
when would you ever make money? I know a professional copyright 
incubation team. If you agree, they can help you anytime” 

“Really? Zack was excited. 

Cornelia couldn’t take it anymore, “Grandpa Augustine, could you please not 
interfere with our studio? I know you mean well, but our studio is just this size. 
Over-promotion isn’t good” 

“Yeah, Nelly’s right. We’ll listen to Nelly. Augustine immediately changed his 
tune. 

Zack and Abigail were speechless. Augustine just said something entirely 
different one second ago. 

Augustine walked over to Cornelia and happily said, “Nelly, I’ve been following 
your comics recently. They’re really good” 
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Cornelia suddenly had a thought, “Grandpa Augustine, is your online handle 
GoldenNelly BestNelly?” 

Grandpa Augustine’s eyes widened, “How did you know? With so many fans 
leaving comments on Comelia’s comics every day, how did she manage to 
spot his username? 

Cornelia gave a laugh, “No regular fan is as generous as you’ 

Recently Cornelia noticed a new user named Golden Nelly BestNelly, who 
kept tipping her, even tipping as much as ten thousand dollars in a single day 
Cornelia told him to stop, but he wouldn’t listen Now she finally found him 

Grandpa Augustine scratched his head awkwardly ‘What’s wrong with giving 
you a little pocket money?” 

Cornelia responded, “Grandpa Augustine, I earn my own money. I really don’t 
need more. Can you stop always trying to give me money?” 

Grandpa Augustine thought for a moment, ‘Okay, no more tipping But will you 
come with me to the Capital?” 

Cornelia declined “I moved to Riverton for college, and I’ve been working here 
since I graduated. I even bought a house here. You could say it’s my second 
hometown, and I don’t plan on leaving” 

“Are you not willing to leave Marc? Grandpa Augustine asked doubtfully 

“Unwilling? If I were, I wouldn’t have asked for a divorce. Just because we’re 
divorced doesn’t mean I can’t stay in this city. It’s a big city, plenty of people 
live their whole lives here without running into each other Cornelia shook her 
head. 



Grandpa Augustine conceded, “Fine. If you don’t want to come with me to the 
Capital, I won’t force you 

The next day. Cornelia ran into Grandpa Augustine when she came home 
from grocery shopping with Patricia. He was still smiling but it was a sly smile, 
“Nelly, I bought all the houses next to yours. Now this entire floor belongs to 
us 

Cornelia really didn’t understand the world of the wealthy. Even though she 
was rich now, she was still confused. She didn’t know what to do with all the 
money, other than eating whatever she wanted and buying some expensive 
clothes. 

Grandpa Augustine asked, “Nelly, are you upset with what I’ve done?” 

Cornelia replied “Not at all ” 

Grandpa Augustine smiled. “I just wanted to be closer to you, to take care of 
you” 

Cornelia laughed and hooked her arm around Grandpa Augustine’s “There’s a 
hurricane today, and we can’t go out. I asked Patricia to buy some flour and 
pork. Let’s make park pie together* 

Grandpa Augustine nodded, “Sounds good” 

Cornelia invited Grandpa Augustine inside and introduced him to Patricia. 
They all sat down to make pork pies. Suddenly, Grandpa Augustine asked, 
“Nelly, did Granny Rebecca also like pork pies?’ 

Cornelia nodded, “Yes, she taught me how to make them. I remember when I 
was a kid, every winter when it was too cold to go outside, Granny Rebecca 
would make pork pies and store them in the fridge. She made many different 
kinds of fillings, so we could eat them for days without getting bored.” 

In Grandpa Augustine’s memory, life was not as comfortable when he was 
young. Many people couldn’t even afford meat. 

In those days, when he could afford to bring home meat, his wife Silvia didn’t 
want to cook it all at once. So she chopped the meat into fillings, made them 
into pork pies, and divided it into several servings. 
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This incident might have happened decades ago, but for Grandpa Augustine, 
it felt like it was just yesterday. It was still fresh in his mind. 

“Man, I messed up.” Grandpa Augustine sighed fFd only thought sooner that 
Granny Rebecca might’ve changed her name, I would’ve switched up my 
search tactics. Then maybe, just maybe, I would’ve found you guys sooner. 
And if I’d found you sooner, then maybe Granny Rebecca wouldn’t have met a 
tragic fate.” 

Cornelia tried to soothe him, “The murderer has faced the harsh hand of law 
and justice has been served Let’s put it behind us and start afresh.” 

“Yeah” Grandpa Augustine nodded, then added. “Nelly, I picked out a few 
potential suitors for you last night. Want me to set up some dates?” 

Cornelia winced at the idea, I just got out of a rough relationship. I’m not 
jumping into another one just yet” 

“Who said marriage is a bumpy ride? You just haven’t met the right guy yet, 
that’s why it’s been tough. Trust me, the boys I’ve lined up for you are top-
notch.” Grandpa Augustine said proudly 

Cornelia laughed, “Grandpa Augustine, I’m not in the mood for dating right 
now. Can you hold off until I’m ready to look for Mr. Right?” 

Although Grandpa Augustine was pushy, Cornelia didn’t mind. Without 
Granny Rebecca hustling her to get hitched, having Grandpa Augustine 
nudge her felt somewhat comforting. 

He didn’t actually intend to force Cornelia into anything, he just wanted her to 
be happy, even without Marcus. 



He believed that the best way for Cornelia to get over her failed marnage was 
to start a new romance 

“No worries if you’re not ready to date. Just let me tell you about these guys, 
see if any of them tickles your fancy” Augustine said. 

“Alright, spill the beans. Cornelia agreed. 

Patricia tried to keep a poker face, but she was trembling inside. Old 
Augustine better not find some perfect guy. If Nelly fell for him, then there was 
no chance for Mare to win her back. 

Cornelia agreed to hear him out, which made Grandpa Augustine elated, “One 
of them is the grandson of Alfredo’s old colleague. He s 29, shares the same 
birthday as your but is four years alder. We’ve known him since he was a kid. 
This guy comes from a good family, and is quite impressive. He’s a graduate 
from a prestigious university, and is currently working in Alfredo’s old 
department. He might not be high up in the ranks yet, but with his family 
background and talents, His future’s looking bright.” 

Cornelia not only listened, but also asked questions, “Grandpa Augustine, 
why’s someone so great still single?! 

Grandpa Augustine replied, “The boy’s picky hasn’t found the night girl yet. 
But I think he’s just been too busy with work to have time for love.” 

Cornelia laughed, ‘His parents must be worried sick ” 

Grandpa Augustine said, “He’s nearly 30 and hasn’t had a girlfriend. Of 
course, his parents are anxious. I recently heard that they’ve given up on 
pushing him to marry. They just hope he’ll have kids soon! 

Cornelia responded, ‘Hmm, that doesn’t sound quite right.” 

Grandpa Augustine explained, “They’re just saying it out of frustration, they 
wouldn’t actually expect him to do that” 

“When choosing a partner, it’s not just about the individual, but also 
considering the family. Otherwise, you might face unexpected problems after 
marriage.” Comelia added cautiously 



Grandpa Augustine potted out his phone and showed her a picture, Nelly, 
take a look at his picture. He’s more handsome in person than in photos.” 

Cornelia nodded, “He’s quite good looking.” 

But compared to Marcus, he was a notch down. 

Grandpa Augustine suggested, “Shall I set up a meeting then? You guys can 
have a chat, who knows, it might just work out.” 
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Cornelia and Grandpa Augustine had been yakking for quite some time, with 
her trying to keep the old man’s spirits up. She had no intentions of finding 
another beau “Grandpa Augustine, this guy ain’t doing it for me.” 

The man wasn’t Cornelia’s cup of tea, and Grandpa Augustine didn’t sweat it. 
He flipped to another photo, saying, “What about this bloke? He’s from the 
Alexander family, the ones running a business in the Capital” 

Cornelia leaned in for a gander. This bloke looked pretty dashing, not just a 
pretty face but also had a decent build in the photo. 

“Who’s this guy?” Cornelia asked. 

*Jarvis” The mention of Jarvis piqued Grandpa Augustine’s interest, “The 
Alexander family’s business is still in the hands of Cecil, but Jarvis is the only 
heir. 

“I see” Comelia nodded knowingly, “So he doesn’t have to worry about 
someone else snatching away his inheritance” 

“This young chap doesn’t want to take over the family business. He’s not even 
thirty and he’s already built his own empire. The cloud payment we know 



today was developed by Jarvis team, and he made a fortune from this project 
alone Augustine said 

Cornelia played along. “Wow, he must be some hotshot then!” 

Patricia, who had been quiet all along, chimed in, “Grandpa Augustine, these 
two men are certainly promising. But compared to President Hartley, they’re 
not in the same league. President Hartley was hustling with his team since he 
was a teenager, and thanks to his efforts, the once shaky Hartley Group has 
become a top tier company globally 

“He may have been a big shot, but that’s history. He’s an ex-husband now 
Grandpa Augustine knew about Marcus’s achievements and the two excellent 
men he introduced. But compared to Marcus, they still fell short. 

Patricia was just stating facts, but it seemed to have rubbed Grandpa 
Augustine the wrong way Cornelia quickly defused the situation, “Grandpa 
Augustine, I’ve got my hands full with work at the moment, so I don’t have 
time to think about personal stuff. Let’s cook some pork pie for now I need to 
get back to work after” 

“Alright, your work comes first. You do your thing, and I’ll handle the 
matchmaking Grandpa Augustine said. 

Cornelia felt that being nanged to get hitched could be a blessing and a curse. 

For the next few days, Cornelia didn’t hear a peep about Marcus. She was 
buried in her work, oblivious to what was happening outside her world. 

She was a routine queen when it came to her comic, updating daily. Ever 
since she sold the TV and animation rights, her creative freedom took a hit 
Cornelia had to submit the complete draft within the agreed timeframe. 

The first half of the content was about her and Marcus’s everyday life, which 
the readers found sweet and heartwarming 

If she were to draw the latter half based on reality, where the male lead 
suddenly changed his heart and the female lead filed for divorce, leading to 
their separation, it would be a real sob story. The backlash from readers 
would be enough to drown her. 



Real life was already tough enough. Comelia didn’t want her comic characters 
to suffer like her So, Cornelia worked her socks off creating unexperienced 
everyday life scenes and designed a rosy ending for the lead characters. 
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Just finished her last piece of artwork and submitted it, it wasn’t long before 
Cornelia received a call from Hannah 

“Cornelia, where you at?” Hannah asked 

Comelia answered. ‘I’m home” 

Hannah asked, “You free right now? I wanna grab some afternoon tea with 
you.” 

Cornelia replied, “Just wrapped up my work, I’m good to go.” 

Hannah said, ‘Great minds think alkeshuh? I’ve booked a private room at 
FANS Tower in Fairfort. Can you come over? 

Comelia replied, “Sure 

FANS Tower was a swanky spot in Riverton. Cornelia decided to dress the 
part in an elegant dress and hailed a cab to meet Hannah. 

Half an hour later, Cornelia arrived at the spot and bumped into Hannah 
whom she hadn’t seen in a while. Hannah locked particularly radiant today, 
her face glowing and 

rosy 

Cornelia was almost taken aback by Hannah’s beauty, “Hey, you’re looking 
stunning! Something good happen?” 



Hannah invited Cornelia to sit down and poured her a cup of coffee, Take a 
seat, and have a coffee. Let me fill you in. Yeah, something good indeed” 

Cornelia asked. ‘Whats up? Spill the beans.” 

“I got a divorce. “Hannah replied 

Cornelia was speechless. So that was why Steven was missing today. 

Hannah went on, ‘I never told you, did I? Actually, Steven and I were in a 
marriage of convenience His ex-girlfriend had gone abroad and he found me, 
who looked a lot like her He offered me a sweet deal. I just had to play my 
role.” 

Cornelia kept silent. 

“Right when my career was in the dumps, can’t even land a casting role. I 
wanted fame, I wanted to be the lead, so I said yes and became his stand in 
Hannah chuckled, “With Steven’s help, I got any resources I wanted. 
Everyone knew I had a sugar daddy backing me up, but they just couldn’t 
prove it 

“Slowly, with my own acting chops, I got rave reviews, bagged a ton of 
awards. My reputation skyrocketed, and so did my fan base. I earned 
everyone’s respect. But I knew the higher you climb, the harder you fall. I was 
scared of the media and fans finding out my secret with Steven I wanted to 
divorce him, end our relationship. But then, Steven coldly told me that he was 
the one who decided when the game ended. So, I spent the year on edge, 
fearing one day I would be the one everyone spits on. 

“Just when I was at my wits end, a few days after we returned to Harbor City 
from the capital, Steven actually suggested a divorce The reason was his ex 
girlfriend came 

back for him.” 

With that, Hannah beamed like a blooming flower. She poured herself a glass 
of wine, and another for Cornelia, “Cornelia, raise a glass with me. Let’s 
celebrate my escape from hell, celebrate that I don’t have to be a stand in 
anymore, that I can do things my own way.” 



Cornelia raised her glass with a smile, “Seeing you so happy is really 
something I hope in the future, every day can be as joyful and worry-free as 
today for you! 
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Hannah chimed in, “Life’s been treating me pretty good lately, work’s been 
smooth sailing and I’ve made a fair bit of dough over the years. Ive got 
enough in the bank to live comfortably even without working. I’m not even 
thirty yet, and with no husband to bug me. What’s there not to be happy 
about?” 

“Same here.” Cornelia replied with a grin. 

“What do you mean?” Hannah asked. 

“I’m divorced too. Comelia said. 

Hannah was taken aback, “You and President Hartley are over? Are you 
drunk and blabbening?” 

“Nope, it’s the truth Cornelia answered. 

“But why? You two seemed so solid, and I could tell he really cared about you’ 
Hannah probed. 

Cornelia poured herself a drink and downed it in one go, “No special reason. I 
just suddenly felt I couldn’t be with him anymore, didn’t wanna live with him,” 

“You can’t fool me with that.” Hannah retorted. Tve spilled all my beans, so if 
you trust me, spill yours” 

Cornelia laughed, “He suddenly turned cold, didn’t come home for days 
without giving me any reason. When he did come home, he brought his new 



assistant and they whispered behind my back. He never let a stranger, 
especially a woman, stay overnight, but he let his female assistant slay 

“Isnt his new assistant your long lost sister, Tahlia? Hannah interrupted 

“Yes, two people I cared about betrayed me. If Marcus’s new girl was 
someone else, I could have digested it better, wouldn’t have asked for a 
divorce that quick *Comelia said. 

‘Comelia’ Hannah looked concerned. 

“Don’t worry about me. Like you, I’m enjoying my freedom and life after 
divorce.” Cornelia said 

“But your situation is different from mine.” Hannah said. 

“How so? Do I have more eyes or ears? Cornelia jested 

‘Don’t be silly Hannah retorted, I just think it’s unlikely that President Hartley 
would fall for another woman But men’s hearts, they’re hard to figure out. The 
night before Steven and I got a divorce, he was still hugging me and telling me 
he only loved me. The next morning, he handed me the divorce papers coldly 
telling me he wanted a divorce 

Cornelia smirked, “After divorce, we should treasure our lives even more. 
Anyway got any new gigs? Any new movies or TV shows?’ 

“I haven’t stopped working these years, sometimes it feels like my head’s 
gonna explode, can’t even fully understand the scripts. I plan to take a year 
off, read more books. Maybe do some traveling see more of the world.” 
Hannah said. 

“That sounds nice Cornelia said. 

“What about you? Any plans?” Hannah asked 

“I’m a workaholic. Can’t stand doing nothing. It probably continue working, 
work hard for a few more years, then retire as soon as possible.” Cornelia 
responded with a 

smile 



Hannah seemed to have thought of something “Last time you mentioned 
starting a women’s support group, how’s that going?” 

Cornelia’s eyes widened with surprise. “If you could join, that would be 
amazing. My goal with this group is to help all girls who have been hurt protect 
their rights. As ordinary people, it’s hard for us to reach these victims. Even if 
we do, they might not trust us, ‘might not tell the truth. Your involvement is 
crucial with your high profile and large fan base, many people would naturally 
trust you” 

“Can I really be that helpful? What do you think I should do? Hannah asked, 

“You just need to grant me the rights to your image, then record a video 
according to my request. Occasionally show up, and I’ll handle the rest 
Cornelia quickly had a plan. 
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Hannah said “I know you want me to use my influence to encourage more 
girls to stand up against anything that violates their rights. I’m stoked I can 
make a difference and help more girls. But I also want to do more than that’ 

Comelia replied, “Alright, if I ever need any help. I’ll come to you’ 

Hannah insisted. “You better” 

Cornelia nodded, “I promise.” 

They clinked their glasses together. Hannah continued, “Nelly, the house that 
Steven and I used to live in is now mine. I know he’s worried his ex girlfriend 
might be green with envy, and to show his loyalty, he won’t keep anything that 
I’ve touched” 

“You guys were together for ages, it’s only right that he left you the house. 
You should just keep it, don’t overthink” Cornelia advised. 



Hannah gave a bitter laugh, Neither Steven nor I want it. I don’t want to live in 
that house anymore. It’s not easy to go back there and be reminded of my 
past with Steven. I think the best thing to do is to sell that house and buy a 
new one. I have no family in Harbor City, nothing holds me there, and what 
matters to me is here in Riverton. So, I plan to buy a house here. You know 
the place better, can you help me check out some properties? 

“Buying a house ain’t a small deal. You’re thinking of moving all the way from 
Harbor City to Riverton You gotta think it through Cornelia suggested. 

Hannah said, Ive already thought it through. I’m buying a house in Riverton. If 
I want to have afternoon tea, I can just call you to come over. 

Cornelia nodded, “Alright, I’ll keep an eye out. Let me know what you’re 
looking for in a house” 

“The only thing I’m looking for is privacy As an actress, there are always 
people trying to sneak pictures. If the community management is lax, my life 
could be exposed” Hannah said 

The best place for privacy that came to Cornelia’s mind was Blueshell 
Mansion. She used to work for Marcus and visited Blueshell Mansion often. 
She knew that the residents would have to go through facial recognition 

If they couldn’t prove that they were a homeowner or a visitor confirmed by 
the homeowner, they’d be turned away. Of course, Blueskell Mansion was 
pretty pricey, but for Hannah, it was definitely within her budget. 

Cornelia said, “Have you heard of Blueshell Mansion? The property 
management there is top-notch. They’re strict about who comes, and goes, 
and no unauthorized person 

can get in. 

Hannah said, “Not only have I heard of it, but Steven and I also visited there. 
The place is awesome, it’s a large flat with a sea view, and the distance 
between buildings is substantial. It’s a great choice, but the price is sky-high.” 

“That’s alright, there are certainly more cost-effective options. I’ll keep an eye 
out for you.” Cornelia reassured Hannah, patting her on the shoulder. 



Hannah confidently placed her hands on her hips and said. “What are we 
waiting for? Let’s finish our drinks and go house hunting. If we like something, 
we’ll buy it. The only thing I don’t lack right now is money 

“Are you sure you don’t want to think it over? Cornelia worried she might be 
rash. 

Hannah responded, Nelly, don’t worry about me I’m worth a fortune right now 
and the cost of a house is just the fee for one of my films. Plus, the super 
expensive house Steven gave me, it’s like an even exchange. I don’t even 
have to pay out of my pocket.” 

Cornelia refilled their glasses and said. “I’m not talking about the money” 

“Then what are you talking about? Steven? Harinah asked 

Cornelia nodded. “Your thing with President Dixon, I don’t really know the 
details. I can’t advise you to be with him or to break up with him. I just want to 
tell you to think it Over” 
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Hannah chuckled. “Nelly, the issue here aint whether care a hoot or not. His 
ex is back in the picture, and he’s the one that suggested we call it quits. He’s 
the one that packed his stuff and scrammed from our place overnight.” 

Hannah took a deep breath, trying to swallow her anger, “And, you might not 
know this.” 

“Uh huh, spill it Cornelia said. 

Thinking about the past humiliations, Hannah’s eyes welled up. She quickly 
lifted her head, forcing herself not to shed a tear, “We were legally married, 
but he said I wasn’t good enough to bear his children, said no woman other 
than his ex is worthy of him. He’s a man with a big sexual reeds, couldn’t keep 



his hands to himself. So on the day we tied the knot, he went and got a 
vasectomy.” 

All this news left Cornelia speechless. What did Steven take Hannah for? Not 
every woman was worthy to bear his children. 

Who the hell did he think he was? Did he really think every woman was dying 
to have his child? What a jokel 

Hannah poured them some more drinks, and amidst the clinking glasses, she 
added, “I’ve thought about divorcing before, but Steven always warned me off. 
This time, when he suddenly proposed a divorce, I was quite shocked, 
wondering if something was up with him. But then, when I found out his ex 
was back in town, it all made sense” 

“Just live your life then. Let him and his ex live happily ever after. And you, 
Hannah, you’ve still got your freedom and happiness’ Cornelia comforted 

Hannah smiled, “That’s the plan. Over the years, I’ve been living under so 
much pressure, constantly worrying people would I nd out about me and 
Steven. After the divorce, I felt like a weight had been lifted. I feel so much 
lighter” 

Hannah sounded carefree, but Cornelia saw the sadness in her eyes. At that 
moment, Comelia saw a reflection of herself in Hannah, the facade of 
strength. 

Pretending to be indifferent when she was actually not okay. Pretending not to 
care when she cared too much. 

Comelia had told herself, that she was not Wonder Woman. She could 
express her real emotions. But, she didn’t know how. 

During the day, she could chat with anyone, like a normal person. Only in the 
quiet of the right, shed drop the act lying awake till dawn. 

Only she knew how many sleepless nights she spent over Marcus 

What was Marcus doing while she was losing sleep? Maybe, he was 
whispering sweet nothings to his new flame. 



Cornelia picked up her glass and downed two gulps. One glass didn’t do the 
trick, so she poured herself another, and another, knocking back three 
glasses before slamming her glass on the table. 

Hannah looked at her, “Nelly” 

Cornelia said, “If its over, it’s over. Nobody’s gonna drop dead without the 
othe 
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Maybe it was the booze, but Cornelia couldn’t stop talking. Besides, we’re 
young good looking and well-off if our current partners aren’t cutting it, we can 
just find new ones Grandpa Augustine used to say, the next man after a had 
one is always better 

Hannah hadn’t known Cornelia for long but she knew her beller than most. 
She could see through Cornelia’s façade, “Are you still hung up on President 
Hartley?” 

“Nonsense! Who says I’m hung up on him? How could I possibly be hung up 
on that scoundrell Cornelia said 

Cornelia denied it vehemently, pouring herself another drink and downing it in 
one gulp. How could I possibly be hung up on a man who’s changed his 
heart.” 

Hannah said softly, I can tell, you actually really liked President Hartley. Nelly 
it’s not shameful to like someone. You’ve genuinely loved, so it’s hard to let 
go. There’s nothing wrong with that” 

Cornelia looked at Hannah, her eyes welling up. Is it really not shameful?” 



Hannah held her hand, “We weren’t the other women, we publicly loved our 
husbands as wives. Even if we’re divorced now, what’s so shameful about not 
being able to forget him for a while?” 

Comelia’s eyes filled with tears. “He once said he wanted to spend his life with 
me, he said he only wanted me, no one else. I believed every word he said to 
me, I believed we would grow old together. But he changed, he betrayed me, 
and our marriage 

Wiping away her tears, Cornelia continued, ‘He suddenly changed. I didn’t 
recognize him. But I still remember his tone and expression when he said 
those things to me 

“We often think that people’s hearts change slowly, but actually, they often 
change in an instant. Falling for someone might happen in a moment, falling 
out of love might also happen in a moment. Nelly you don’t need to dwell on 
why he changed, you should live your life well Hannah advised. 

! 

Comelia understood all this, but she just couldn’t let go. She wanted to move 
on from this past relationship more than anyone else, wanted to completely let 
go of Marcus from the depths of her heart. 

In the end, it was just that she wasnt strong enough, didn’t have enough 
strength to control her emotions. 

Thinking of this, Cornelia took a few more drinks, and Hannah drank with her, 
‘Today we’ll just drink slowly, until we’re drunk.” 

Is this a celebration of our newfound singledom? Cornelia laughed 

Exactly Cheers to single life. Hannah said. 

Cornelia was drinking more and more, the alcohol numbing her nerves and 
loosening her tongue, “Hannah, do you know. When I proposed the divorce, 
Marcus didn’t even ask why. He seemed to have been waiting for me to 
propose the divorce, like he was looking forward to cutting ties with me” 

Hannah said, “Just because he didn’t ask, doesn’t mean he didn’t care. 



Like Hannah herself, when Steven proposed the divorce, she didn’t ask for 
any reasons, just went through the divorce procedures with him. It was only 
after the divorce that she learned from others that Steven was eager to leave 
her because his long missed ex-girlfriend had returned. 

These men were really speechless, eager to find replacements when their ex-
girlfriends were gone. Now that the ex-girlfriend was back, they were eager to 
discard the replacements 

Hannah thought, if she were that ex girlfriend, she would never accept her 
man finding a replacement when she was not around. 

Cornelia asked “Not asking doesn’t mean not caring? If the person I love 
suddenly proposed a divorce, I would definitely ask for the reasons.” 
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Chapter 1250 

Hannah replied, “Well, that depends on the person and how they handle 
things” 

Cornelia, who couldn’t care less what others thought, spilled her guts, “I really 
love Marcus. I always wanted to have a few kids with him and grow old 
together, but he’s flipped. He’s changed.’ 

Tears began to stream uncontrollably down Cornelia’s face, “He’s changed. 
He doesn’t love me anymore. He’s in love with someone else. He deceived 
me 

Hannah moved closer to Comelia, whispering comforting words, “Nelly, it’s 
okay, it’s okay 

4 

Cornelia wanted to say something more, but her phone sitting on the table 
suddenly vibrated. She picked up her phone, and because she was drunk, 



she had to squint to see that it was Ben calling Imitated with Marcus, Cornelia 
didn’t want to deal with Ben either, and immediately hurg up the call 

No sooner had she hung up that Ben called again. Cornelia hung up again, 
and again Ben called. After a few rounds of this back-and-forth, Hannah took 
the phone to answer 

on behalf of Cornelia. As soon as the call connected, flen’s voice was heard. 
“Cornelia, I have something very important to tell you, don’t hang up on me,” 

Hannah replied, ‘Ben, this is Hannah Cornelia’s drunk and can’t take your call 

Ben on the other end sounded quite anxious, Miss Hannah, can you have 
Cornelio say something, anything Just let me hear her voice” 

What’s going on? Hannah asked. 

Ben stuttered ‘No, nothing Can you please hand the phore to Cornelia? 

“Nelly, Ben seems to have something really important to tell you. Talk to him 
“Hannah said, pushing the phone towards Cornelia, Just hear him out.” 

Ben said, “Cornelia, say something” 

Cornelia replied. “Who are you and what do you want?” 

Hearing Comelia’s voice. Ben breathed a sigh of relief, not caring about what 
she was saying. 

“Actually, it’s nothing too important. We’ve worked together for so long and 
you suddenly quit. I have some free time now and just wanted to chat” Ben 
said 

Cornella snapped, “Who do you think you are? If you want to talk, I have to 
talk? I don’t want to talk to you, what can you do about it? Don’t think that just 
because Marcus is covering for you, I would be scared.” 

Cornelia looked around, “Where’s Marcus? Why can’t I see him? Where did 
Marcus go? Let him take the call, I promise Ill np him a new one.” 

A drunk Cornelia was like a machine gun, non-stop talking She probably didn’t 
even know what she was saying. 



Ben’s voice on the other end suddenly became grave, President Hartley is not 
feeling well, he can’t take your call. 
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